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Capital campaign to double endow-
ment and fund construction projects
begin designing new art facilities
and new student residences as well
as approved the massive renovations
of Peirce Hall that have been in the
planning stages for some time
The Peirce renovations which
will involve demolishing and re-
placing Dempsey Hall enlarging
the servery remodeling Philanders
Pub and installing an elevator are
estimated to cost between 18 and
20 million 8 million of which
Kahrl said the College is not
planning to use endowment money
to hire additional faculty members
but rather to support existing fac-
ulty in their research and profes-
sional endeavors
In addition to increasing the
endowment the College hopes to
raise money for several physical
improvements on campus At last
weekends meeting the Board of
Trustees authorized the College to
is covered by an anonymous dona-
tion
The construction of new art
buildings and student housing are
part of the first phase of the Master
Plan which was revealed a year and
in spring 2004 and provides a rough
outline of how the physical campus
should change and grow over the
next 30 year
see TRUSTEES page 3
1 billion
According to Board of Trust-
ees chair William Bennett the
increase in the endowment is pri-
marily to support the faculty
and also to help with financial aid
for students
Vice President for College
Relations Sarah Kahrl explained
that Kenyon currently devotes
a significant part of its operating
budget to funding financial aid and
we want to change that so that those
resources are freed for the academic
program and other priorities
We wont be able to accomplish
the entire goal but its a priority to
address that
The same goes for faculty
salaries which as of now are also
paid through the Colleges operat-
ing budget
Furthermore said Director of
Financial Aid Craig Daugherty an
increased endowment might en-
able the College to expand both
its need- based and merit- based
BY WILLOW BELDEN
EditorinCh- ief
Last weekend the Board of
Trustees authorized Kenyon to
launch an approximately 200
million capital campaign aimed at
doubling the Colleges endowment
funding the construction of new art
facilities and student housing and
financing extensive renovations of
Peirce Hall which are scheduled to
occur next year
Unlike Kenyons previous capi-
tal campaigns the largest portion of
this five- year fund- raising effort will
be aimed not at physical improve-
ments on campus but at increasing
Kenyons endowment from the
current 150 million per year to
300 million
Kenyon is very underendo- wed
relative to the colleges we
compare ourselves to said Presi-
dent S Georgia Nugent Colleges
of our type and quality would typi-
cally have an endowment of 400
Bring Out Your Waste
13 I
to 600 million Some have over financial aid programs
Administration
College should shrink
Members of REEL collect compost and non- compostabie food scraps from students plates in Peirce Hall on Tues-
day REEL is working with College administrators and food service providers to initiate a composting program on
campus Hie total weight of the discarded food from Tuesday was over 280 pounds
Faculty committee seeks to disseminate
information about rising grades
tee determined the target size
Our conclusion was that the
disadvantages of increasing the
number of students at Kenyon
far outweigh the advantages
both financially and in the quali-
tative measures of the quality
of life in Gambier for all who
are here
1575 students is a figure
above what we have traditionally
considered but for many years
we have not been at that tradi-
tional number said President S
Georgia Nugent
One factor that the commit-
tee considered in their study was
the overcrowding of residential
facilities according to Nugent
The number of students
housed off campus this year is
the highest ever at 46 up from
30 students last year and 12 three
years ago In addition many
students are living in alternate
spaces such as College- owned
houses former lounges and for-
mer staff apartments in residence
halls said Barbuto
Off- campus housing cre-
ates another set of issues for
the students the Village and
the College said Barbuto We
see SIZE page 3
BY MEGAN SHIPLEY
News Editor
Parties at the Milk Car-
tons and other off- campus
student residences may become
a thing of the past if the recom-
mendations of a faculty com-
mittee on student enrollment
are put into effect The ad hoc
enrollment committee chaired
by Provost Greg Spaid presented
their study on the optimal size
of Kenyons student body at the
Board of Trustees meeting last
weekend
The committee recommend-
ed a target on- campus enroll-
ment of 1575 students allowing
for a fluctuation of 25 students
above or below that number
said Spaid Kenyons current on-
campus enrollment is 1639 with
1593 students living in Kenyon-
owned housing and 46 living off
campus with permission accord-
ins to Dean of Residential Life
George Barbuto Including stu-
dents studying abroad Kenyons
total enrollment is 1725
We looked at every ad-
vantage we could imagine that
would result from growth and
every disadvantage said Spaid
in describing how the commit
Kevin Guckcs
Its not clear whether anything
needs to be done or can be done
about grade inflation said Associate
Professor of English Jesse Matz the
chair of the CAS Well continue
see GPA page 2
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individual classes departmental aver-
ages and grading differences between
departments
A quick glance at these statistics
shows that the gentlemans C is
a thing of the past last semester at
Kenyon 46 percent of all final grades
given were As Around 37 percent
were Bs and only 7 percent Cs The
average GPA of Kenyon students
has also risen over time while in the
1950s a GPA of around 25 was the
norm the average GPA of students
last semester was 328 The numbers
get higher every year
Yet this information will be given
to the faculty in the midst of a debate
about whether risinggrades and GPAs
are actually a problem and if so what
to do about it
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
EditorinCh- ief
Its a national trend in colleges
and universities average student G PAs
and the average final grades given in
classes are rising Some call this phe-
nomenon grade inflation implying
that for scores of reasons high grades
are increasingly given to undeserving
student work
In an effort to examine how this
trend operates at Kenyon the faculty
Committee on Academic Standards
CAS plans to introduce legislation
that would require extensive data on
College- wide grading practices to be
distributed to each faculty member
every semester The statistics avail-
able are numerous grades given in
J J
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GPA Faculty questions grading
Are rising grades becoming problematic
is really excelling academically I
think the measured approach we have
of studying the problem and alerting
people to it will work effectively I
especially think the problem is under
control as Kenyon students seem to
have a great respect for good teach ing
and I think a part of good teaching
is awarding accurate and un- inflated
grades
Liz Lopatto 06 also an AAC
member believes that Kenyon might
be better off without grades While
its the solution Id be most inclined to
the letter reads They are deprived
of the information with which to ac-
curately weight the tradeoff between
their interests and talents
The letter advocates making data
on College- wide grading available to
all faculty members as a solution to
grade compression
But it is unclear how faculty
members will use the grading data
that the CAS wants to make available
Registrar Ellen Harbourt said that
during the first two years she worked
at Kenyon reams and reams ofpaper
is
t think grade inflation is
problem because I dont think
are at all relevant
Laurie Finke
November 3 1994
D- Phis Car- bash for Charity
The Delta Phi fraternity sponsored a car- bash on Peirce Lawn this
week eleven years ago Students could pay 1 to take tour whacks at a
car with either a sledgehammer or an aluminum baseball bat
November 2 2000
Rugby team busted after high speed chase
Five years ago this week the Collegian reported that Safety and Se-
curity officers pursued members of the mens and womens rugby teams
through the intramural athletics field and the surrounding cornfields and
woods after breaking up the teams initiation party The teams had been
celebrating their new rookies with alcohol and songs when a security
officer approached the unauthorized gathering The team members fled
in all directions and several leapt a nearby fence It was like throwing a
firecracker at an anthill said Director ofSafety and Security Dan Werner
They just went in every direction Eleven team members were eventually
caught and faced disciplinary action but the captain of the mens team said
the chase did much to bring the mens and womens teams together
Novembers 1992
Strange Apparatus Sparks Bomb Threat in Gund
Gund residence hall was evacuated thirteen years ago this week
after the discovery of a homemade explosive outside the boiler room The
alleged bomb was a plastic two- liter bottle containing an unknown
green liquid and a piece of metal The College Township Fire Depart-
ment removed the bottle which was eventually forwarded to the Ohio
Bureau of Criminal Investigation
Megan Shipley
CONTINUED from page 1
to research the phenomenon What
were most concerned about now is
doing the fact- finding necessary to
determine the situation at Kenyon
and provide faculty with the informa-
tion they need to do the grading they
want to do
Those with opinions on rising
grades tend to split into two camps
and it is clear that at the heart of the
debate are different philosophies
about the utility of grades Harry M
Clor Professor of Political Science Fred
Baumann believes that ris
ing grades are a serious donproblem and that Kenyon
must do something to a
combat the trend gradesIts systemic like
inflation of any kind
said Baumann I think
you can at best slow it
down Ifyou dont pretty
soon everybody will be getting As and
grades will become worthless
Baumann believes that the data
the CAS wants to make available will
be a baby step toward slowing the
trend of rising grades at Kenyon I
think the more awareness faculty
have the more likelv they are to say
Gee look where were tending and
this isnt so good he said
On the other side or the debate
are faculty members like Professor of
Womens and Gender Studies Laurie
Finke who is unconcerned about ris-
ing grades I dont think grade infla-
tion is a problem because I dont think
grades are at all relevant said Finke
Grades are a way to keep students
working Everyone has to prioritize
what they can get done in a day and
a grade moves it up higher onto the
priority level
Finke also said that the rising
grades debate takes faculty atten-
tion away from issues she considers
more important Im much more
concerned about what students are
learning than whether or not Im giv-
ing them an A a B or a C she said
Faculty learn this by actual contact
with the student by reading what they
write by talking to them by having
interactions with them
Though Baumann agrees that
personal contact with students is cru-
cial to learning he still believes grades
play an important role What I think
grades are is a kind of shorthand he
said A long discussion that doesnt
at some point say Youre doing very
well Youre doing pretty well or
Youre doing pretty badly isnt very
helpful Thats the basic message you
want to get across and then written
comments and personal contact with
students explains how to come in
line
Most students asked about ris-
ing grades seemed to be concerned
about the trend I think the biggest
losers from grade inflation are the
very top students said Mike Zabek
08 a member ofthe Student Council
Academic Affairs Committee AAC
which has been reviewing the issue of
rising grades It becomes more and
more difficult to see when someone
with grading data
were sent to de-
partment chairs
No one looked
at it she said We
stopped sending
it for about three
years and no one
asked about it
Finke thinks
the data will be unhelpful I think
it is pointless information because
it doesnt have context she said In
her classes Finke sometimes gives the
entire class the same high grade for
well- executed group projects Thats
very different from a chemistry class
where students take exams and ev-
eryone does their own work and gets
their own grade she said I get back
my statistics and it says my GPA for
that semester is 40 What does that
mean
Professor of Mathematics Carol
Schumacher was also skeptical about
the utility of the information I got
some data like this last year she said
The information was interesting
but it made absolutely no difference
to the way that I grade
However some faculty members
thought the data might be useful
It helps all of us to grade more
fairly said Professor of Biology
Joan Slonczewski Ir is particularly
important for new faculty to learn
the actual grading practices of their
department so their grades fit in
with the Kenyon norm New profes-
sors have run into trouble at second
reappointment because they graded
on the scale of their previous institu-
tion instead of the hidden Kenyon
scale
Schumacher and Slonczewski
also thought that the issue of rising
grades affected the natural science
departments differently from the
rest of the College I think that in
general courses in the sciences and
mathematics are less susceptible to
grade inflation than are many courses
in the humanities said Schumacher
I think this is because it is so much
easier to quantify when something
is right in the natural sciences and
when it is not
The consensus of the biology
department and probably most of
the science division is that we need
to roll back grade inflation said
Slonczewski We would like Kenyon
to take a leadership role on grade
standards But it needs to be done
nationally so as to avoid penalizing
our students applying to graduate and
professional schools
recommend I imagine it would be
shot down immediately by those who
are very conscious of our US News
and World Report rankings she said
That being said if Kenyon were to
abolish grading I think wed attract
students interested in knowledge for
knowledges sake As long as we
maintain a consumer attitude about
higher education T paid 40000 a
year for this school so Johnny deserves
all As it will be difficult ifnot impos-
sible to combat grade inflation
AAC member Kate Gunby 09
offered a first- years take on rising
grades I think that figuring out
grading at Kenyon can be especially
tricky for freshmen she said Intro
language classes have freshmen who
just missed passing the proficiency
test despite years of study and oth-
ers who have never taken a foreign
language before It would make
sense for teachers to want to reward
the students who are working hard to
grasp the new materials with a B and
to deny anything better than a B to
those who arent really trying
Part ofthe impetus for the CASs
move was a pair of letters one each
from the economics and political
science departments which were
submitted to the faculty last fall
and expressed concern about rising
grades at Kenyon The letters were
signed by all of the professors in each
department
Though the letter from the po-
litical science department could not
be immediately obtained the letter
from the economics department men-
tions the grade compression that
accompanies rising grades in which
the range of grades available to give
student work shrinks The letter says
that grade compression erodes the
quality of information conveyed to
students almost surely leading them
to make poorer choices
The letter describes a situation
in which Jill and Jack earn an
A and a B in Arabic respectively
Jill becomes an English major and
Jack an Arabic major Prior to the
recent compression in grades the
gap in their grades between English
and Arabic would have been larger
1 1
Oct 26 Nov 2 2005
Oct 26 550pm Report of harassing phone calls at Leonard Hall
Oct 27 1252am Underage possession of alcohol at Caples
Residence
Oct 27 201am Pull station pulled on fire alarm at Leonard Hall
Oct 27 200pm Theft of bicycle from Mather Residence bike rack
Report filed with sheriffs office
Oct 28 938am Fire alarm at Taft Cottages activated by steam
from shower
Oct 28 1047pm Vandalism to paper towel dispenserfire
extinguisher discharged at Leonard Hall
Oct 29 1253am Vandalismpicnic table overturned on Middle
Path
Oct 29 406am Medical call regarding ill student at Taft Cottages
College physician was notified
Oct 30 1 18am Underage consumption of alcohol at Lewis Hall
Oct 30 123am Underage consumption of alcohol at Old Kenyon
Oct 30 301am Underage consumption of alcohol at Old Kenyon
Oct 30 602pm Possible theft of items from construction site
Oct 31 814pm Theft of item from locker at the Ernst Center
Oct 311 027pm Medical call regarding a student with a cut hand
Student was transported by a friend to the hospital
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Trustees New art facilities student housing planned
said there will be some kind of
advisory committee or consulting
committee There will be input
from all the relevant constituen
will depend in part on the wishes
of donors
Theres a kind of a double
process between the Colleges
identified needs and the potential
donors identified interests she
said Thats one reason why its
not so easy to say Were absolutely
going to do this because if no one
steps forward with an interest in
that we wouldnt be able to carry
out the project
Nugent added that student
and community input in the design
process would be welcomed For
each project we undertake she
The other definite project is
that Bexley Hall which currently
houses the art department will be
converted to student housing once
the new art facilities are built
The design process a commu-
nity effort
Kenyon has already commis-
sioned Graham Gund 63 of the
Gund Partnership to design the new
art facilities and the College will
work to decide on an architect for
the new student housing However
Nugent said exact plans for the loca-
tion and design of these buildings
be located although the Master
Plan calls for the construction of
both town house- style student
residences in the middle of Gam-
bier and new residence halls near
Old Kenyon
Several projects are definite
though The new art facilities will
not only house the studio art and
art history departments but will
also provide gallery space replac-
ing the Olin Gallery According
to Nugent there may be as many
as two new art buildings one of
which would be exclusively devoted
to gallery space
CONTINUED from page 1
As laid out in the Master
Plan new art facilities would be
situated behind the library where
Sunset Cottage Bailey House and
Walton House are currently located
and the cottages would move far-
ther north near Palme House
Plans have changed how-
ever and according to trustees
and College administrators the
location of the new art buildings is
undecided
It is also unclear where the
proposed new student housing will
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Assessing and addressing Ken-
yons needs
Before beginning the capital
campaign the administration set
out to determine the Colleges most
pressing needs garnering input
from students faculty and alumni
among others Written surveys
were distributed to more than 100
alumni and friends of Kenyon last
year and five committees consist-
ing of faculty administrators and
students were formed The Board
of Trustees then created a cam-
paign steering committee which
synthesized the suggestions of these
various parties
The committee determined
that Kenyon was deficient in several
areas endowments for scholarships
and faculty student life art facilities
and student residences
According to College admin-
istrators the capital campaign
which should raise between 200
and 230 million is aimed at rem-
edying all of these deficiencies An
exactgoal for the amount of money
to be raised will not be publicly an-
nounced until 2007
Currently the capital campaign
is in the quiet phase during which
the College talks with donors and
trustees to determine their levels
of commitment According to
Kahrl the final definite goal for
the capital campaign will be based
on the commitments that donors
make
College administrators did not
comment on whether donations for
specific projects have already been
promised however Kahrl said We
have had a very supportive strong
start from the first donors to the
campaign
The committee was made up
of Spaid Britz Dean of Students
Don Omahan Vice President
for Finance Joe Nelson Assis-
tant Professor of Economics Jay
Corrigan and Director of Institu-
tional Research Glen Turney
A O
Saturday the 29th
Diwali Festival of Lights
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tions have not yet been fully
endorsed or implemented
The recommendation
has been accepted by senior
staff and trustees said Nugent
What has not been done is the
planning for How will we do
that
The committee recommend-
ed that the College take about
four years to decrease on- campus
enrollment to 1575 said Spaid
A decrease in enrollment will
require a decrease in the number
of admitted students each year
Spaid said that the process of
reducing class size has already
begun the class of 2009 with
441 students is smaller than the
current sophomore and junior
classes
Dean of Admissions and Fi-
nancial Aid Jennifer Britz who
was on the committee could not
be reached for comment about
how the admissions office plans
The Board of Trustees approved the plans
installation of an elevator
for major renovations of Peirce Hall including che demolition and replacement of Dcmpsey expansion of the servery and
Size Committee decides Kenyon is over- enrolled
Courtesy Tom Lepley
to reduce class size
According to Spaid the en-
rollment committee was formed
in January 2005 at Nugents
request The question of the
optimal size of the College was
last addressed in 1998 he said
Did you know that a hangover is really
mild to moderate Alcohol withdrawal
be used for one- time expenses
according to Spaid
Surplus does not go into
the yearly operating budget of
the College which means for
instance that on- going expenses
such as the hiring of new perma-
nent faculty members or staff
in the health and counseling ser-
vice cannot be accomplished
with those funds said Spaid
By increasing the enrollment
assumption money that would
currently be designated as sur-
plus could be used for ongoing
costs
Spaid added that the de-
crease in the number of students
would not affect the number of
permanent faculty members but
that there could be a decrease
over time in the number of
part- time teachers hired to teach
over- enrolled courses
Spaid also emphasized that
the committees recommenda
CONTINUED from page 1
would ideally not want students
living off campus He cited
noise complaints from Gambier
residents and increased student
run- ins with the sheriffs depart-
ment as issues caused in large
part by off- campus housing
In addition to proposing an
on- campus enrollment target
the committee recommended
that the enrollment assumption
for the Colleges yearly operat-
ing budget also be set at 1575
students said Spaid
It is important to note that
when we started our study the
actual on- campus enrollment
was 1611 and the budgeted
enrollment assumption was for
1520 students he said
Money received from the
additional students above the
enrollment assumption is desig-
nated as surplus which can only
FRIDAY THE ZBTH
bands Little BrazilStatistics
900 pm in the HornGallery
Sponsored by Social Board
Sign upon the 2nd floor of
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Forgotten
threatens
Soviet- era bioweapon
Kenyons idyllic milieu
Tm iggRjCRac n
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the United States The program was
instituted undet the Soviet Leader
Leonid Brezhnev under the code
name Operation Nesting Doll the
origin of this name is still unclear
The time has come to dismantle
the machinations ofwar Like Russias
aging Soviet- era nuclear infrastruc-
ture the ALB pose a growing and
hidden threat to Americas security
as the hazard is forgotten it may
become more dangerous The ALB
differs from its North American
counterpart in one significant way
its teeth ALBs have an ability to
gnaw flesh in a way that ladybugs
cannot
Furthermore the warming
trends of the last decade have caused
an ALB population explosion across
North America It wont be long till
the ALB population has reached a
critical mass driving aphids to extinc-
tion When that day comes ALBs
will turn to mammals as their main
source of food including humans
If we all do our part there is
still time to fight the ladybird beetle
insurgency The obvious answer
A smaller
College
With on- campus housing burst-
ing at the seams and with 46 students
living off campus in a college diat is
purportedly 100 percent residential
Kenyon has finally made moves to ad-
dress the issue ofover- enrollment
In January administrators formed
an ad hoc enrollment committee to
determine the optimal size of the
College and came to the unsurprising
conclusion that the student body is
too large Kenyon they concluded
should ideally have 1575 students on
campus not including students who
are off campus for study abroad pro-
grams plus or minus 25 as opposed
to the roughly 1725 that are currently
enrolled 1639 of which are currently
on campus
This is a fine goal But it remains
to be seen whether the College will
actually follow through Every year
the administration expresses a desire
to reduce the size of the student body
Yet until this year enrollment numbers
have been steadily increasing
To reach its goal it seems that Ke-
nyons enrollment would have to drop
by roughly 75 to 100 students But
President S Georgia Nugent said that
no concrete plans have yet been made
about how to make that happen
Moreover the College is sending
contradictory messages 1 575 students
will be living on campus yet Peirce
Hall when renovated will seat 1800
students 225 students more than
would be on campus at any one time
According to College adminis-
trators there are no plans to close the
Gund dining hall any time soon It
seems unwise to spend an estimated
20 million on unnecessary seating
Both Peirce and Gund will feel empty
and awkward ii their capacity so greatly
exceeds the size of the student body
Administrators will have to develop
a concrete strategy if they hope to
achieve their target
In fact the insect under question
is an Asian beetle masquerading as a
Iadybug Its actual name is the Asian
Ladybird Beetle and until recently
it was considered beneficial The la-
dybird beetle has been used over the
past 100 years as a way ofprotecting
crops against aphids Furthermore
since the adult ladybird has few natu-
ral predators it has thrived in Ohio
According to the OSU Horticulture
and Crop Science fact sheet the la-
dybird is so popular among farmers
that the native species became Ohios
official state insect in 1975
However the ALB is an invasive
species and the current ladybird
infestation is a remnant of the Cold
War Throughout the 1970s and
1 980s Soviet spies posing as wholesale
farm suppliers attempted to disrupt
American ecosystems by introducing
non- native species the most famous
example being
the at
tempted introduction of Belgian
Endives by a high- level Soviet agent
who infiltrated the Carter adminis-
tration
The theory was that by dis-
rupting our agricultural industry
the Soviet Union could force the
United States to divert capital from
defense spending to farm subsidies
As a result the Soviets would then
be able to gain a military edge over
V
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BYJOHANNES M L
VANDERTUIN
Sitdff Columnist
When I first arrived on campus
in late August of2002 Gambier was
very similar to the town described by
Rachel Carson in Silent Spring
There was once a town in the
heart ofAmerica where all life seemed
to live in harmony with its surround-
ings Carson writes The town lay
in the midst of a checkerboard of
prosperous farms with fields of
grain and hillsides oforchards
where in spring white
clouds of bloom drifted f
above the green fields In
autumn oak and maple
and birch set up a blaze
of color that flamed and
flickered across a back-
drop of pines
That was until the in s
vasjon began
The ladybugs first began to
appear in September of 2003 one
autumn night a warm- weather spell
swept across campus When dawn
broke the next day our world had
changed Every building on campus
was inundated by ladybugs Eventu-
ally every building no matter how
well defended was infiltrated by
the demonic insects Since that day
nothing has changed Every warm
fall day is sure to include a barrage
of ladybugs
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ofwhat to do is kill kill kill The
government needs to launch a
campaign forcefully advocating
the hunting of the Asian
T Ladybird Beetle
What weapon do
you wield in the eternal battle
against the devil bugs Mere
hands are not enough to win this
war My recommendation is to equip
yourself with a hand vacuum and a
roll of duct tape Masking tape is
less effective but it works For extra
security you can install a highv- oltage
floor lamp with an upward facing
shade satisfactory models can be
found at any local MART store Just
remember be creative stay vigilant
and happy hunting
Psst this is a joke
I I J 3
Office Chase Tower at the top of Peirce I tails main stairway
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Ratemyprofessorcom
rankings lack validity
w
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seems to cater to the type of student
who looks for the easy way out Also
a professor may only be rated by one or
two students which can yield mislead-
ing results
One of my favorite professors at
Kenyon got a pretty negative evalu-
ation on ratemyprofessorcom and I
was almost personally offended by it
How could they say something like
this about a professor I adored and give
such positive evaluations to a professor
I considered an embarrassment to the
teaching profession If I had read the
negative evaluations of my favorite
professor before taking her class I
Ohio elections deserve attention
Important controversial amendments will be put to vote
x
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it elderly people are nuts about
weather and it isnt only rain
that keeps voters from the polls
People have jobs and families and
everyone is busy There are many
instances where people who want
to vote just dont get around to it
If Amendment Two had been
in effect last November this woman
would have been able to vote early
simply because she didnt want to
vote in the rain This amendment
would ensure that more people
can participate in elections and
the oppositions insistence that it
would result in increased fraud is
an exaggeration Instances of voter
fraud are relatively infrequent as it
is and there are already safeguards
in the system preventing people
with absentee ballots from voting
twice
For Amendment Three the
oppositions charge that there is a
loophole allowing labor unions to
contribute more money than cor-
porations seems to be a legitimate
critique Nevertheless it is not
unreasonable for labor unions in-
fluence to reflect that demographic
reality Furthermore it seems likely
that Big Money is going to influ-
ence policies no matter what This
amendment would at least give
interest groups like labor a chance
to be on equal footing
Congressional districting
the issue of Amendment Four is
a notorious problem throughout
the country In 435 US House
races last year only thirteen seats
changed party In Ohio specifically
every incumbent Congressman
and state senator up for election
was re- elected This is probably
not because everyone loves their
hometown representative but
rather because representatives draw
districts to ensure that they or their
party will be re- elected
Again the opposition does
not offer a convincing reason
to vote no The main objection
seems to be that an independent
commission would be unaccount-
able to the voters A system where
district- drawers are unaccountable
to the voters however is exactly
what we have now since represen-
tatives fix districts so that they are
always re- elected This is a glaring
problem and it is obvious that
districts should be drawn by par-
ties who are at least theoretically
disinterested
Amendment Five also address-
es conflict of interest Ohio Secre
HAVE
tary of State J Kenneth Blackwell is
at least ostensibly planning to run
for governor in 2006 at which
point he will still be responsible
for overseeing elections This is not
the first time a secretary of state
has been in this position Current
Ohio governor Bob Taft recently
indicted for accepting lobbyists
gifts without reporting them was
also secretary of state during a suc-
cessful bid for governor The lines
between Blackwell the candidate
for governor and Blackwell the
secretary of state are already being
blurred According to his blog
Blackwell openly opposes Amend-
ments Two and Five a completely
inappropriate public stance for
someone who is in charge of elec-
tion procedures
The idea of conflict of interest
absolutely needs to be addressed
and although I would like to sup-
port Amendment Five I am not
convinced that its solution is the
best one Overseeing elections is
the main role of the secretary of
state and this amendment would
significantly change the way Ohio
government works adding a layer
of bureaucracy that may not be
necessary
There are also some specific
stipulations in the amendment that
I am unsure about For instance
The governor and members of
the general assembly must appoint
equal numbers of men and women
and take into consideration the
geographic regions and racial di-
versity of the state This is a legiti-
mate interest but affirmative action
belongs in the realm of legislation
not in the Constitution Restric-
tions on at least the stated political
aspirations of current secretaries of
state might better serve to remove
the conflict of interest than to cre-
ate an independent panel
This is one of many political
situations where there is no ideal
choice The problems that the bal-
lot initiatives address are very seri-
ous but in some cases the proposed
solutions may be problematic as
well The biggest problem of all is
that it is extremely difficult to find
accurate information about the
issues I think Amendments two
through four are absolutely worth
voting for but if you are going to
vote please take the time to read
these amendments yourself to sift
through all the misinformation
out there and to make the most
informed decision possible
BY KATHRYN CHIASSON
Opinions Assistant
As an avid reader of but never a
contributor to Kenyons alism threads
I have been only mildly amused by the
latest one tided Whos the sexiest
professor on campus People sent
out responses mostly nominating
their own favorites and some in the
humorous vein One student pointed
to ratemyprofessorcom to augment
the debate
At ratemyprofessorcom profes
sors are rated on easiness helpfulness
clarity and rater interest along with a
small space for comments My favorite
part is the chili pepper option to indi
cate hotness When I converse with
my friends about which classes to look
for I always ask about the professors
relative hotness
How engaging a professor is may
have some bearing on a class but in the
end I am not going to voluntarily take a
chemistry class from the most engaging
and prolific professor at Kenyon if my
level of interest in chemistry ranges
from distaste to pure fear Ultimately
I will look at a course description and a
list of material covered throughout the
semester as a true judge of the class
Unfortunately ratemyprofessor
com provides one of the only aids for
picking courses to students whose
friends have never taken a class from a
given professor Incoming freshmen are
given UCCs upper- class counselors
to help them pick out theircourses but
these students act as just another friend
who has his or her own opinions about
the myriad of courses and professors
available Older students dont even
really have that depending on your
academic advisor he or she may help
but usually just with courses within
their own department I have seen an
occasional allstu sent out asking about
a professor but in general students do
not have any other options The course
evaluation forms filled out at the end of
the semester are not publicly released
Not diat I am arguing that they should
be I would be far less likely to give a
Iesstha- npositive evaluation if I knew
the entire Kenyon community would
have to feel that professors embarrass-
ment That would just be cruel How
else other than ratemyprofessorcom
should we be able to figure out which
classes and professors to push for and
which to avoid at all costs
If ratemyprofessorcom is to be
considered a viable option we must
consider How helpful can these evalu-
ations actually be It says something
about this Web site that the first qual-
ity listed is easiness This Web site
would have missed out on not only
a great class but a good relationship
with her
As Assistant Professor ofAmeri
can Studies Kevin Britz pointed out I
think students should always be wary
ofsuch public expressions Remember
that one person can hate a teacher or
fellow student or boss or parent while
another can love the same person In
other words a professors teach ingstyli
may be perfect for you but wrong for
another person Either extreme can
skew the evaluation
Ratemyprofessorcom is an af-
filiate of ratemyteachercom a Web
site my high school friends and I
rediscovered every year or so and had a
good laugh about In the years since my
high school graduation Ive found this
practice is increasingly immature As I
skim through the evaluations on rate-
myteachercom I find two of the best
teachers I had were given some of the
few frowny faces on the roster I loathed
the two of them in my freshman and
sophomore year of high schooL Now
however I know I would be half the
student I am today ifI hadnt had them
pushing me Sure I didnt get the best
grades in their classes and I hated them
at the time But I realize that what I
learned from them is invaluable
Dean ofAcademic Advisingjane
Martindell said I think it is acceptable
to discuss and advise students based on
a professor s particular style are they
more of a lecturer how much class
discussion is involved in their classes
the type of homework that is usually
required This type of information can
help students match their learning
styles and also help them balance their
course work effectively Actually mak
ingjudgments about good or bad is not
very helpful All students are different
and what you may like in a professor
may not be what another person likes
so you just have to be very careful
A problem with the anonymous
nature of the ratemyprofessorcom
evaluations is that you never can tell
where the evaluations are coming from
You know nothing of the student rat
ers study skills personality or overall
intelligence which lets face it has
a lot to do with how we do in our
classes and therefore how we look at
them in their wake Ratemyprofessor
com makes it impossible to know from
where these evaluations are come an
on what grounds the students make
these claims
BY ELLEN PIERSON
Staff Columnist
Are you registered to vote in
Ohio Its that time of year again
Election Day is just around the
corner and while I understand that
many ofyou may never want to see
the inside of the community center
again there are some compelling
reasons to consider casting a vote
this year
Four out of the five Ohio
ballot initiatives focus on voting
reform and in general these initia-
tives promote a progressive plan for
alleviating some of the most press-
ing problems with Ohio elections
To summarize in brief proposed
Amendment Two makes it easier
to vote early or absentee Amend-
ment Three puts caps on donations
to campaigns from various parties
Amendment Four establishes a
non- partisan commission to han-
dle re- districting and Amendment
Five takes the power of overseeing
elections away from the secretary of
state and establishes a non- partisan
board to handle elections
I set out to write this column
unequivocally in support of all
voter- reform efforts but realized
that these issues arc actually quite
complicated Contrary to the
many signs around town saying
Reform Ohio Vote Yes Issues 2
3 4 5 these four amendments
should not be treated simply as a
block in which it is impossible to
agree with one and disagree with
another Rather each amendment
deserves individual attention and
should be considered on the basis
of its individual merit
Reading Amendment Two
I immediately flashed back to a
memorable event from canvassing
for the 2004 election An elderly
woman from Mount Vernon com-
mented that she would vote if it
didnt rain This may seem a little
crazy to you and me but lets face
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Gambier Elections 2005 Issues on the Ballot
the voters in the State of Ohio
the plan would be effective im-
mediately and would allow the
General Assembly to pass laws
for its implementation
Dayne Baughman
Issue 2
Absentee Balloting
Issue Two an amendment
to the Ohio Constitution pro-
posed by petition is the first in
a series of voting reform issues
to go before voters on this years
ballot
Issue Two deals with the
right of citizens to vote by ab-
sentee ballot The amendment
states that any citizen qualified
to vote in an election could
cast a ballot during a 35- day
period prior to the election
This ballot could either be cast
in person at the board of elec-
tions or some other location
designated by that board or
by mail If sent by mail the
county board of elections would
be required to provide postage
paid envelopes in which the
voter could return his or her
ballot The voter would not be
required to give a reason for
his or her decision to cast an
absentee ballot
In the case that a voter
chooses to cast his or her ballot
by mail the county would be
required to accept that ballot
up to 10 days after the elec-
tion provided that the ballot
is postmarked by the date of
the election If the mail ballot
contributions for more than one po-
litical action committee or like group
in a calendar year from soliciting
funds for a committee supporting or
opposing a state ballot issue and from
appearing in advertising pertaining
to a state ballot issue unless the
candidate pays all costs in connec-
tion with that advertisement
Limits would also be placed
upon contributions from labor
unions committees registered with
the federal Election Commission
outof- state political parties and po-
litical actions committees in which
the candidate has decision- making
abilities
Dayne Baughman
Issue 4
Congressional Redistricting
State Issue Four an amend-
ment to the Ohio Constitution
proposed by initiative petition
would provide for the creating
of a state redistricting committee
with responsibility for creating
legislative districts In order for
an amendment to be made by ini-
tiative petition signitures must be
collected equaling three percent of
the number of votes cast in the las
gubenatorial election In addition
these signatures must be gained
from 44 of Ohios 88 counties in
mubers equal to 15 percent of
the votes cast for governor in the
county where the signatures are
collected
This amendment would take
the power of the General Assembly
to draw legislative districts and
give it to a five- member commis
sion The commission would be
composed of two members chosen
by sitting judges The remaining
members would be chosen by the
seated members or by lot
Once seated the commission
would draw legislative lines so that
they are competitive The amend-
ment outlines a mathematical
equation by which the committee
will determine that a district is in
fact competitive
The committee would also be
charged with putting into effect a
plan for those legislative districts
whose senators terms do not ex-
pire on the first even numbered
year after the committee adopts a
redistricting plan
The amendment also states
that the State Supreme Court
would have jurisdiction over this
committee but would hold sway
over it only insofar as to order the
committee to comply with the par-
ticulars of the amendment
If the issue passes the first
redistricting will take place in
2007 and then will occur every
year ending in one eg 20 1 1 after
the federal governments decennial
census
Dayne Baughman
Issue 5
Administration of Elections
State Issue Five is an amend-
ment to the Ohio Constitution
proposed by initiative ballot
which would create a board to
administer elections in the State
of Ohio eliminating the respon-
sibility of the Secretary of State
to do so
The new board of election
administrators would consist of
nine people and would oversee
the existing boards of elections
in place in each of Ohios 88
counties
Four of the members of the
board would be chosen by the
governor four by the members of
the General Assembly who are not
of the same party as the governor
and one by the unanimous vote
of the members of the Ohio Su-
preme Court The choices of the
governor and General Assembly
must be evenly divided between
men and women and must take
into consideration the geographic
regions and racial diversity of the
state The members of the board
can have no affiliation with a
political party and cannot hold
any other public office
The board of election admin-
istrators would be responsible for
hiring an administrative director
to prescribe uniform procedures
to be followed by the county
boards of elections as well as all
other administrative duties of
running an election
The General Assembly would
be given the task of allotting suf-
ficient funds to the board so that
they can complete their work and
pay their staff
Dayne Baughman
is not received by the county
board of elections before the
day of the election the voter
would be allowed to vote by
provisional ballot on the day
of the election
Issue 3
Finance Reform
Issue Three is a proposed
amendment to the state Constitu-
tion dealing with campaign finance
which would establish revised
limits on political contributions
establish prohibitions regarding
political contributions and provide
for revised public disclosure require-
ments campaign contributions and
expenditures
This amendment would limit
the amount any individual could
contribute to candidates for state
executive positions as well as candi-
dates for General Assembly positions
political parties and political action
committees to 25000 in a single
year Limits would also be established
for amounts that political action
committees can give to candidates
Although the amendment
would not limit how a candidate
spends his or her money it would
require candidates to publicly dis-
close contributions and expenditures
and would make it necessary for a
candidate to electronically file reports
about contributions over 1000
in the 30- day period preceding an
election
The amendment would also
put limits on candidates in connec-
tion with other entities Candidates
would be prohibited from soliciting
in hallways
Waugh said that the lack of
adequate buildings can hurt the
community in the long run I
think that schools are the founda-
tion for any community he said
If we dont have good schools
were not going to have good busi-
nesses come in were not going
to have people take pride in the
community
Waugh said that passing a levy
to ameliorate the school situation
is a pressing issue facing the school
board According to Waugh al
neat future Watson said that
the district is entering one
of those situation where funds
are certainly going to be more
scarce than what weve been
used to
Watson believes that his
strengths are in the area of bud-
get and finance He has worked
for the First Knox National Bank
for over thirty years and holds a
batchelors in economics and a
masters in finance both from
Michigan State University
According to Watson many
Stephen R Hughes could not be
Issue l
Construction and Research
Grants
Issue One the first of six
Ohio constitutional amend-
ments being put to a vote this
Tuesday was proposed by the
Ohio General Assembly to be
for the purpose of creating and
preserving jobs and stimulating
economic growth in all areas of
Ohio by improving local gov-
ernment public infrastructure
The improvements mentioned
would include building roads
and bridges expanding research
and development capabilities
and preparing sites for develop-
ment
The amendment would
declare that development of
industrial infrastructure is a
public purpose and would allow
the General Assembly to provide
bonds to fund local governments
for the purpose of improving
local infrastructures to attract
new business development The
amendment would also allow
the state and other state- funded
or state- assisted universities to
provide financial assistance to
researchers
The amendment would
authorize grants of up to 135
billion in bonds for local govern-
ments 500 million for research
and development and no more
than 150 million for site and
facility development
If this amendment is ap-
proved by a simple majority of
Board
r
Charles
Waugh
i
Ian
Watson
A third candidate for Mount
of Education candidates
though the levy was rejected by
the voters when it was last on the
ballot it must come back to the
forefront because some of the
districts elementary schools are
nearing their centennials
Waugh said he believes he
is a good candidate not only
because of his eight years of
experience on the board but also
because he is honestly at-
tempting not only to better the
school system but looking
at it in the long term
Dayne Baughman
good things have been done
in the Mount Vernon school
district recently Our school
system has been participating
in state- wide achievement
tests and state grade cards
and we have improved consid-
erably over the past couple of
years he said Watson hopes
to continue the upward trend
shown by the Mount Vernon
district as a member of the
Board of Education
Dayne Baughman
reached for comment
Charles M Waugh an eight-
year veteran of the Mount Vernon
Board of Education is running for
a third term as a representative to
the board
Waugh a resident of Knox
County since 1968 said he be-
lieves that the main problems
facing the Mount Vernon school
district is the funding received
from state and the antiquated
schools
Our school has got to be
brought into the 21st century
Waugh said We are teaching kids
I f ITor Y nrcrn i I r n
resident of Knox County hopes
to win a position on the Board
of Education so that he can
give back to the community
I went through school in
Mount Vernon somebody
provided for me and I think
its my turn to help provide a
quality education for someone
else he said
Watson said he believes
that state funding is certainly
an issue with which the Board
of Education must deal in the
Vernon Board of Education
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Village Council Candidates
Audra Cubic a 2001 Kenyon
graduate said she is running for a
second term on Gambiers Village
Council in order to continue the
work she has started in the past
four years
Cubic said she enjoys being on
the Village Council because local
government is really her passion
a place where she says she feels ef-
fective Cubie said she is involved
in the dayto- day business of the
Village During windstorms Cubie
said she and her husband council
member Lee Cubie take their truck
and chainsaw and help the crews
remove debris She said she is at
the Gambier Community Center at
least four times a week and regu-
larly attends committee meetings
for committees she is not on
Cubie said her four- year term
went quickly and there are still
things she wants to accomplish
She said the Village is currently in
the position of putting out fires
particularly in the area of water
Water is an issue because Gam-
bier buys water from Mount Ver-
non for the whole town and then
resells it to individual residents
The problem has been that the
Village has been able to recover less
than 60 percent of cost of water
purchased from Mount Vernon
According to Cubie the Village has
been effectively subsidizing water
in Gambier by not raising rates
to cover the total cost charged by
Mount Vernon
This has caused financial prob-
lems for the Village according to
Cubie But she said new avenues of
revenue are being explored
Sean Ryan
VOTE
Tuesday
Nov 8
700 am
to
700 pm
Gambier
Community
Center
Levies
Replacement levy for the Mount
Vernon School District
The Mount Vernon School
District is seeking renewal of a tax
levy providing for the emergency re-
quirements of the district The 1 65
million dollar levy would commence
in 2006 first coming due in the
2007 calendar year and continuing
for a period of five years The 334
million levy which is already on the
books would mean the owner of a
house worth 100000 would pay
3340 a year in taxes
Joint County Mental Health
and Recovery Board proposed
replacement levy
This proposed levy would
replace the current Community
Mental Health and Recovery Board
CMHRB levy which is set to
expire in December 2005 The
CMHRB funds agencies that
provide services to people dealing
with mental illness substance abuse
issues and domestic violence Agen-
cies in Knox County that receive
funding from the CMHRB are the
Alcohol and Drug Freedom Center
the Recovery Center Moundbuild-
ers Guidance Center and New
Directions This levy is a 1 0 mill
property tax levy and would be
in effect for ten years starting in
2006 it would cost the owner of
a 100000 house an additional
1085 per year
Vote early and vote
often
Al Capone
Well maybe not the of-
ten part
But do vote
The lines will be shorter
than last year
Audra
Cubie 01
Lee
Cubie
J
Liz
Forman 73
Betsy
Heer
e a
Jim
Lenthe
It is not unusual for cities and
villages to have a storm water enter-
prise utility Cubie said pointing out
that Cincinnati and Wooster have
had one for some time
The ordinance ifpassed would
allow the Village to charge residents
for shared usage of the storm water
system and needed upgrades to the
system Cubie does not foresee that
the charge would be onerous to
residents saying that it will likely be
between 200 and 400 per month
per resident
Sean Ryan
lage Administrators and different
mayors Forman said she has much
respect for the current mayor
Professor of Political Science Kirk
Emmert Village Administrator
Rob McDonald and the villages
employees whom she praised at
length Forman said she looks for-
ward to another four years working
with them
In addition Forman said she
wants to see projects I am involved
in come to completion or close to
completion
Sean Ryan
the increase in water rates
which she said was needed
to help make up the shortfall
between what Mt Vernon was
charging Gambier and what
Gambier was bringing in
Heer said council is doing
a number of things to address
the problem For one Heer
said council is vigorous with
leak detection activities and
appreciates the public alerting
the Village to leaks
Sean Ryan
to correct it In the future he said
the Village might have to replace
the water infrastructure which
would require new revenue sources
to be investigated
Finally Lenthe said that he
will be receptive to the views of
Gambier residents His view is that
council members and the mayor
should represent the constituents
and do their bidding Lenthe
said that he welcomes questions
and comments from Village resi-
dents
Sean Ryan
100 fine Cubie said he rewrote the
law so that there is no effective law
against jaywalking in Gambier
Lately Cubie said as Chair of
the Streets and Utilities Committee
he has been working to pass legisla-
tion to establish a storm water enter-
prise utility Cubie said this grew out
of a desire to come up with a rational
plan for dealing with storm water
that often floods the southeastern
quadrant of the village as well as the
low- lying area around the Brooklyn
Street and Quarry Chapel Road
intersection
man said the Council has been
able to work with putting together
a new zoning code something that
had not been previously updated
in years
Forman also highlighted that
work on the Villages infrastructure
has been important including work-
ing with an area that will eventually
serve a dual purpose as a park and
an area to handle excess storm water
that currently floods many homes in
the eastern part of town
In her eight years on council
she has worked with different Vil
years Heer is also the Chair
of the Finance and Income Tax
Committee as well a member
of the Shade Tree Commission
and the Cemetery Commit-
tee
According to Heer the
biggest issues facing Gambier
are water water and water
She said the Villages water
problems are threatening the
fiscal heath of the Village
Although Heer was quick
to note that she regretted hav-
ing to do so she did vote for
contract was not renewed
During his tenure as Village
Administrator Lenthe said several
major projects were completed
including upgrades at the Villages
wastewater treatment plant an
extensive paving project and parts
of the storm water project
Lenthe called the Villages
water loss problem a fairly major
issue saying that nothing was
done about it before he arrived as
Village Administrator He said that
as Village Administrator he helped
identify the problem and took steps
Lee Cubie a long time Gambier
resident is running for a second term
on the Gambier Village Council
Cubie said he is interested in
promoting good community
When he was asked by a previous
mayor to run for council Cubie
said he had a sense of community
responsibility to participate in local
government
During his four years in office
Cubie said he was instrumental in the
repeal of the previously strict jaywalk-
ing ordinance which provided for
penalties including jail time and a
Elizabeth Forman 73 a write-
in candidate for Village Council
is running for her third term on
council
Forman said that her service
on council has been a way to know
better a place she loves She at-
tended Kenyon and now works in
the admissions office Her mother
lives here and her grandparents
lived in Gambier for many years
She said it has been eye- opening
to see what small villages deal with
on a regular basis
Over the last eight years For
Betsy Heer was appointed
to fill a Village Council va-
cancy in January 2004 and is
standing for election to that
seat
Heer said she has a unique
perspective of being one of the
few merchants in the village
Heer is the owner of the Gam-
bier House bed and breakfast
on East Wiggin Street
Heer said that she has
management and budget ex-
perience and has worked with
non- profit organizations for 20
Jim Lenthe Gambiers former
Village Administrator said that he
is running for Village Council be-
cause I feel I have a lot to offer
Lenthe who holds a masters
in public administration served on
the City Council in Huron Ohio
Lenthe said that he has always got-
ten involved in his community
and he has lent his experience
wherever he has lived
Lenthe was hired as Gambiers
Village Administrator in March
2001 and served in that capacity
until July 2004 when he said his
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Ubu breaks traditionThe Tao
of Hawke
First recital ofyear has
something for everyone
Hauser noted that Rorem is much
harder than it looks or seems and
Boris added that singing in Russian
is deceptively not simple
The two singers carefully pre-
pared their performance material
even during the past summer when
the duo would watch Carmen arias at
Boriss house and brainstorm Boris
notes that she spent sixty hours on
vocal rest before the mandator hear-
ing each vocalist is required to attend
before staging a recital Hauser and
Boris are excited and ready for the
show but are also quite nervous
Hauser said that despite not usually
getting apprehensive about perform-
ing On Saturday the nerves are
gonna beAHH
Hauser hopes that their per-
formance as the first recital of the
year will serve as an effective indoc-
trinatron for somebody who has
no idea what the music life is like
on campus and she encourages the
nervous to recognize how they may
participate in future events
Boris encourages attendance by
re- inforcing that all of the works have
been translated for students She also
promises that there will be plenty of
time for other activities trust me
on the night of the show
That night is Saturday Nov
5 at 800 pm in Brandi Recital
Hall Students are highly encour-
aged to attend what will surely be an
informative exciting and wonderful
night of what the performers think
of as just beautiful music Boris
and Hauser are capable performers
whose performance will begin what
we can hope will be a year of great
music at Kenvon
BY TED HORN1CK
Sen ior A E Editor
This weekend features a recital
by two of Kenyon Colleges most
accomplished vocalists as juniors
Lauren Hauser and Adrienne Boris
bring a concert to campus featur-
ing selections from Handel Bizet
Schubert and others Hauser and Bo-
ris who are great friends and talented
performers began preparing for the
show last semester but are building
on work they have done with specific
composers since freshman year
You know that if people are
bored its because of you Boris
deadpanned But she urged curious
students not to be intimidated by the
program Dont go into it expecting
to be bored and confused Theres
a lot you can relate to
Boris and Hausers backgrounds
in singing are rooted in their high
school experiences where each per-
formed recitals before graduating
Hauser describes hers as the scariest
thing Ive ever done Boris noted
that she made sure Kenyon had a
program where she could continue
vocal training Currently they both
sing with the Chamber Singers and
the Opera Workshop
Speaking about the difficulty in
performing some of the selections
Boris explained that she must be care-
ful not to distract from the music
while Hauser expressed a frustration
in the difficult task of finding
something to grab onto while work-
ing on some of the Impressionist
French selections in their program
When asked to single out the
most difficult parts of the show
extra entrance possibilities and ef-
fectively divided the space The cos-
tumes were exceptional particularly
those of Ma and Pa Ubu complete
with arched- eyebrow makeup and
padded posteriors This was one of
the most fluidly teched shows Ive
ever seen in the Black Box which
makes my final comments about the
show all the more unfortunate
The problem of this production
was not so much the efforts of the
talented cast or the peculiarities of
the script Rather director Chris
Basile 07 failed to coordinate all of
these efforts into something coherent
for audience consumption
Though each actor gave his all
the audience was never successfully
acclimated to the logic of Freedo-
nia Consequently we were left to
ask ourselves why we should care
about the story the biggest laugh
in Saturdays performance came not
from the play itself but from an audi-
ence member asking What
Even though absurdist theater
is not based in Aristotelian forms
the audience still must have some
things presented as Aristotelian
simply for a basic understanding
of what occurs onstage Aristotles
poetic theory dominates thinking at
Kenyon with its emphasis on specific
conflicts spectacles and resolutions
coming together with the goal of
giving delight to an audience Ke-
nyon theater recognizes this drama
courses such as The Actor and The
Director instruct students on how
to make absurdist theater audience-
friendly
The absence of communal
laughter at Saturday nights perfor-
mance was a sign that the audience
was lost someone should have
clued them in as to what was meant
to be funny versus heartbreaking
What the show needed was a guiding
hand with an eye both on celebrating
the storys insanity and on maintain-
ing the audiences support This
guiding hand would have done the
fabulous cast and crew justice and
given Aristotelian drama a real run
for its money
BY JESSICA FREEMAN- SLADE
StaffWriter
This past weekends production
of Alfred Jarrys Ubu Enchained
served as an entertaining reminder
that not all theater need be Aristo-
telian GREAT Gambier Repertory
Ensemble Actors Theater the group
that sponsored the production
should be praised for sponsoring a
non- traditional show for Kenyon
audiences the choice to produce
Ubu demonstrates a faith in Kenyons
audiences to understand complex
theater It is unfortunate therefore
that so much or the production left
this reviewer in the dark
The cast should be commended
for making the most of their carica-
tured roles Ryan Merrill 07 shone
in his bombastic yet sympathetic por-
trayal of Pa Ubu only slightly out-
shone by the radiant Cait Watkins
08 as Ma Ubu Watkins resembling
Judy Garland at her most medicated
was fantastic to watch and her scenes
with Merrill brought to mind a
Sweeney Todd- Mrs Lovett villainy
In addition Anthony Fischer 07
delighted in the role of the nebbish
control freak Corporal Pissweet and
Anna Stevens 08 excelled as the Vic-
torian trollop Eleutheria complete
with heaving corset and Marilyn
Monroe breathiness
Special attention should be
given to Adrienne Boris 07 for her
portrayal of Eleutherias Uncle Pis-
sale Boris generated the most laughs
of the show with her carefully mea-
sured old- man delivery Of all the
cast she made the cleanest clearest
choices and consequently was the
funniest
The trio of freemen as played
by first- years Ken Worrall 09 Kari
Jennings 09 and especially Catherine
Norbeck 09 should also be noted
for strong Kenyon theater debuts I
look forward to seeing them in future
roles that will make better use of their
brilliant physical comedy
The technical prowess of the
show should also be commended the
use or a large fabric panel facilitated
BY RYAN MERRILL
Shijf Columnist
A series ofbail us describing
my theoretical encounter with
Ethan Hawke at a Cinnabon
across the street from the Charles
Playhouse in Boston Massachu-
setts Tuesday July 21st at 1000
am Autobiographical
Can 1 have a large
coffee with a cinnamon
bun I ask the wind
Three eighty- nine says
counter man eyes
shining like stars in the
heavens
It takes too long I
wait and look around
the shop My eyes fall
like snow
Ethan Hawke is here
I gasp with delight
watching his russet hair
sway
I must speak to him
I find an excuse Splen-
da to go over there
Ethan Hawke My
voice shudders like the
pine Thats me
his wry smile gleams
I loved Gattaca
I gasp through parchd
desert throat watching
him sip chai
Thanks glad someone
did O master of wit
How you bedevil my
soul
What are you up to
later He asks coy as
the blossom that loves
spring
Nothing I say shy
to Ethans advances and
scared as newborn fawn
Wanna sec Saw
he queries and all I can
say back is DO I
We leave Cinnabon
new friends inseparable
as cypress branches
But I forgot my
cinnamon bun and Saw
was hackneyed and
trite
Ethan was cool though
He owns a dirt bike
and said we could ride
sometime
1 1 1 I A IlIilGH in I I RKCareer
Movie Schedule for November 4- 10
Chicken Little
500 700 900 also at 100 and 300 on SatSun
Wis
ft B at I I 1
HI G
Thursday U
Bring this ad to Career
2 off Quiznos subs
at 120 on SatSun
at 1230 and 245 SatSun
at 130 and 330 SatSun
at 130 SatSun
at 1230 and 245 SatSun
SatSun
Jarhead
440 710 940 also
Dreamer
500 715 930 also
Saw II
530 730 930 also
Legend of Zorro
420 700 940 also
Doom
500 715 930 also
Elizabethtown
430 700 also at 100
North Country
940
i
A i iL
Li
55
Day for a coupon for
while supplies last
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The Rock is amazing but can he save Doom
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PAUL NARULA
Stifl Columnist
out ofJive
Making a movie out ot a video
game isnt as easy as you might think
The pre- established fan base the
very reason these movies are made
becomes the downfall of the movie
itself Fans lose all interaction with
the story a major portion ot the fun
of a game to begin with
One cant take a game whose
storyline is supposed to span a period
of at least ten hours and condense it
to two without losing something and
this loss enrages people It also means
massive gaps in plot character deve-
lopment and just about everything
else In the end youre left with an
awful movie that nobody is happy
with and that quickly flops out of
theaters
Thats why making a movie out
of Doon was a great idea There is
virtually no plot in the video game it is
based on and there are few characters
to which the story must stay true
Throw in a few of the fans favorite
guns a familiar- looking monster or
two and include a few really impres-
sive explosions Then do whatever the
hell you want Sure theres work in-
volved in actually having to think up
imdbcom
He IS emoting The Rock in Doom
nemesis hes a great hero and he can
pull off both roles rather well Yes I
know hes a professional wrestler and
yes he does have a ridiculous face
But if we can accept Marky Mark as
an actor I think its fair to give The
Rock his shot and I cant say Ive ever
been displeased with his work
Existentialism and the French rock Kenyon theater
a script but at least no one can com-
plain that you messed up the plot as
it didnt exist in the first place
There is nothing new in this
movie The characters are stereotypi-
cal soldiers the religious fanatic the
bad drug- dealing guy the new kid
There is a lot of shooting a lot of
one- line throwaway jokes and a lot of
false scares before anyone dies The
body count is incredibly high and
there isnt much in the way of plot
twists either
But so what This is a video game
movie Doom is unapologetically vis-
ceral and rightfully so The game was
popular tor both its style and its gore
and the movie sticks tightly to at least
those portions of the game There
are references to the original game
throughout the movie from using the
names of programmers as characters
to the presence of everyones favorite
BFG the Big Force Gun to an ap-
pearance by the series most annoying
monster to date
If youve seen the previews
youve noticed a glimpse of a scene
actually shot in first- person perspec-
tive designed to look like the game
itself Ill say now that that scene was
one ot the most remarkably satisfying
moments of cinema Ive ever seen It
completely justifies all the bad acting
sary of the birth of the playwright
Jean- Paul Sartre Huis Clos depicts
Sartres modern existentialist belief
that people are not good or bad
because of who they are but rather
what they do The judgment of
whether people are good or bad
comes from other people not
God added Professor of French
Mort Guiney
The play takes place in hell
Three actors two female and one
time and Chinatown shows why lit-
is deserving of that teputation The
film is styled after older film noirs
and in Polanskis capable hands
Chinatown drips with that classic
sinister atmosphere
Speaking of masters Jack Nich-
olson is his usual brilliant self turn-
ing in one ofhis best in a long line of
great performances inhabiting the
character ofjake Gittes and commu-
nicating much to the audience even
when hes not speaking Chinatown
is not only an important film but
a hugely entertaining one and the
twisting plot combined with the
great work from all involved make
it a truly unique and memorable
film
The Third Man
Saturday Nov 5 Higley Audito-
rium 800 pm
One of those films that Chi-
natown is styled after is Carol
Reeds 1949 film Ihe Hird Man
One of the all- time greats of the
Im giving this movie four our
of five because it did what no other
video game movie has ever done it
is entertaining on its own terms and
to the fans of the game And frankly
if youre the type of person who will-
ingly sees this movie youre probably
going to like it no matter what I say
universities In 1999 they came to
Kenyon and they have also made
stops at Denison and Wooster
Beauclair and his company perform
at colleges and universities because
they want to expose American stu-
dents to French theater
Guiney plans to send out an
e- mail with a synopsis of the play
in English so that students can
become familiar with the plot
beforehand
The film covers their politics and ac-
tions as well as their confrontations
with the FBI
Most notable about The Weather
Underground is the way in which the
filmmakers manage to take an objec-
tive and unbiased look at a very pro-
vocative chapter in Americas history
Directors Sam Green and Bill Siegel
include interviews with key members
of the organization including at
least one who disavows their meth-
ods along widi key figures from the
other side of the conflict
All viewpoints are given equal
representation and the film is in
no way an apologia for the more
horrendous acts of the group Ulti-
mately 1e Heather Underground
provides an informative look at
a volatile time and a refreshingly
clear- eyed look at radical politics
at a time when most attempts to
address such topics were little more
than propaganda for one side
Jason Smith
and pitiful dialogue
Make no mistake the acting is
sub- par The writing is bad The sav-
ing grace of this films cast is Dwayne
The Rock Johnson because The
Rock is a great actor Ive yet to see
a movie that doesnt benefit from the
addition of The Rock Hes a great
male are trapped not in the tradi-
tional fire and brimstone setting
but a rather unusual bourgeois
living room said Guiney This
suggests a frightening possibility of
recognizing hell on Earth Guiney
plans to send out an e- mail with a
synopsis of the play in English so
that students can become familiar
with the plot and know to look for
significant themes beforehand
Over the course of the play
noir genre Hie Third Alan follows
Holly Martins Joseph Cotton an
outof- work author who is invited
to post- war Vienna by his friend
Harry Lime Orson Welles Citizen
Kane Vienna is in disarray and a
black market is thriving When he
arrives Martins is told that Lime is
dead but when he receives conflict-
ing versions of the story he sets out
to find what really happened to his
friend
The Tiiird Man was ahead of
its time in many ways The film
noir conventions it established can
still be seen in films today and sty-
listically it does not feel all that far
removed from the present Though
Welles did not direct it there are
some similarities with his own Touch
ofEvil The screenplay by revered
novelist Graham Greene adeptly
juggles political intrigue romance
and a dark crime story without
missing a beat
The film is best remembered
today for Welless performance as
the three actors reveal their sins
to each other and to the audience
Their true punishment is spend-
ing eternity with the other two
people watching and judging said
Guiney
Claude Beauclair who will be
performing Friday has been tour-
ing with his theater company since
1971 His company is based in Par-
is but travels worldwide including
stops to visit various colleges and
the mysterious Harry Lime but
Cotton is equally good in the lead
and the movie features gorgeous
blackand- white cinematography
Tje Tiird Man is in many ways re-
sponsible for creating the film noir
genre as we know it and very few
have done it as well as Carol Reed
did in 1949
Tlje Weather Underground
Wednesday Nov 9 Higley
Auditorium 1015 pm
Not at all a film about meteo-
rology The Weather Underground is
a fascinating documentary about the
radical activist group of that name
who opposed Americas involvement
in Vietnam sometimes with disas-
trous consequences Formed from
the more peaceful and mainstream
Students for a Democratic Soci-
ety the Weathermen believed the
peaceful approach was ineffectual
and so violently opposed the US
government by starting riots and
even bombing government targets
BY HILARY FRANKE
Staff Writer
Hell is other people This is
one of the central themes of Huts
Clos No Exit by Jean- Paul Sartre
a show that will be performed on
Friday night at 800 pm in the Hill
Theater The Claude Beauclair
Company will be performing the
play in its original French
Friday is the 100th anniver
Chinatown
Friday Nov 4 Higley Audito-
rium 800 pm
Last week the Kenyon Film
Society showed Roman Polanskis
Rosemarys Baby This week we
bring you Chinatown Polanskis
1974 recreation of 1940s- style film
noir The film stars the legendary
Jack Nicholson as Jake Gittes a
private detective in Los Angeles A
woman known as Evelyn Mulwray
hires Jake to investigate her hus-
band Hollis whom she suspects
of adultery Jake gets more than he
bargained for when he is ensnared in
a plot involving corrupt government
officials and Holliss mistress
There was a renaissance of
gritty independent- minded films
in the 1970s of which Chinatown
was at the forefront The script
by Robert Towne is carefully con-
structed slowly peeling back layers
as Jake uncovers more secrets and
cover- ups Polanski is renowned as
one of the greatest directors of his
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Ohio according to Fingerhut Sex the Country
Skiing up and down the Hill
i 1
institutions and were going to fail
as a result
Fingerhut also compared Cal-
ifornias use of ballot initiatives to
Ohios informal policy on the matter
The practice of using ballot initia-
tives to try to really make changes
that the legislature or the elected
officials have been unwilling to make
is not new in this country and I
mentioned California because they
probably have the most active use of
ballot initiatives he said
Fingerhut elaborated on the na-
ture of politics in Ohio Its frankly
harder to get things on the ballot
in Ohio he said The fact that a
group ofcitizens have taken the time
to put such far- reaching measures on
the ballot as issues 2 3 4 and 5 is an
indication I think of the growing
level of frustration and a desire to do
something to try to reform the politi-
cal system I dont know if they are
going to pass
competing with the global economy
in the 21st century period said
Fingerhut Ifwe are going to do that
that we have to understand what the
standards for education are that are
required of our young people to be
able to compete in the world We
cannot pretend we cannot keep our
heads in the sand and believe
that we are in fact preparing our
young people at the level they should
be were not
Fingerhut continued saying
Not everyone is going to Kenyon
College in the state so not everybody
has access to the education which is
constantly being monitored against
standards around the world You
can be confident when youre here
that your faculty your president and
others are making sure that you are
keeping up with the cutting edge in
your field around the world We are
not doing that in our high schools
wc arc not doing that in all of our
BY ELIZABETH DEXHEIMER
StaffColumnist
Relationships are like skiing After spending a considerable amount of
time preparing and putting on all the equipment necessary you hop on the
chair lift and ride it to the top Once on top of the mountain you can decide
BY STEPHANIE REICHES
StaffWriter
Ohio Senator Eric Fingerhut
D- Ohio engaged in a lively discus-
sion with students staffand members
of the surrounding community last
Thursday in Higley Auditorium
Fingerhut who lives in Cleveland
expressed his opinion about the No
Child Left Behind act as well as cur-
rent local issues such as the Reform
Ohio issues 2 3 4 and 5 on the
ballot for the Nov 8 election
Kenyon College Hillel spon-
sored the event as Fingerhut is a
Conservative Jew himself but the
discussion was open to all About 30
students professors and community
members attended the event
Ohio Senator David Goodman
R- Ohio was also invited to speak
that night but was unable to attend
due to a last- minute conflict
Its national news tonight that
the fundraising in Ohio was essen-
tially illegal for the Bush- Cheney
campaign said Fingerhut
In light of current scandals in
the political arena Fingerhut con-
tinually stressed the importance of
voting whether ones party identity
is Democrat Republican indepen-
dent or other
You all know that the state is
in a crisis in a number of areas our
economy our education systems
in particular and this is the most
important time for us to debate and
discuss and propose what we would
do to fix it said Fingerhut Because
next year 2006 is a gubernatorial
election in Ohio All statewide of-
fices are up for election
Fingerhut said he feels that it
is critical to the survival of Ohio in
the global and national economy
that Ohioans particularly elected
officials recognize the states faults
instead of denying them or merely
ignoring them
This is a state that needs to
figure out if it really cares about
whether youll ski the green square or risk the black diamond On the way
down you may hit an ice patch but thats not a problem You can just take
die chair back up and try again
Each part from putting on your mittens to parallel turns fits together
to make the whole thing work You cant have one without the other Can
you
Here at Kenyon there seems to be something missing on our ski slope
The dating scene is criticized for consisting of people who hook up and
people who are married It is as though there are lots of people drinking hot
cocoa in die base lodge and lots of others making snowmen on top of Mount
Everest But whv is there no one riding the chair lift And for that matter
why is no one skiing down the hiil i What is it about Gambier that makes for
extremely intense relationships or no relationships at all What has happened
11
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to the steps in- berween Whv is there no casual dating at kenyon
One reason for Kenvons extreme relationships or lack diereof is our
location As one girl put it Unlike schools in bigcities there are no bars and
very few restaurants here There are limited options ofplaces to go Therefore
it is hard to actually go out on dates
Our social scene seems to be based in the valley of the ski hilL Casual
hooking up at parties and occasional one- night stands shape how many people
begin relationships with each other For some that is exacdy what they are
looking for while others feel trapped gazing up at the mountain top wanting
a more fulfilling relationship
A problem for many is that Kenyon can sometimes feel like a giant
fishbowl Because of the small size everyone seems to know everything andPicture courtesy ot wwwsenatorringcrhurcom
State senator Eric Fingerhut engages the crowd at one of his rallies
everyone As one student put it Kenyon is extremely incestuous Everything
people do is visible to everyone Because of this people are quick to assume
things about couples they see together For example one student stated
When you see two people with each other a lot going to meals together
studying together hanging out you quickly assume they are dating Another
girl put it plainly Sometimes people label you before you can even tell whats
going on in a relationshipWhat was your best Halloween moment When either partner does decide he or she wants more than just a hook
un the two people seem to shift immediately to a serious relationship As one
student said They quickly jump from hooking up to being married
Once established in one of these marital relationships people appear to
stick to each other like glue As one guy put it Its really weird to see hov
intense some couples are Some people are together all die time Another
y
n
girl emphasized how some will give up many things to spend every wakiI
moment with their significant other People stop spending time widi and can
sometimes lose their other friends They only spend time with each other
m
said another student
Dcoul 08
cth Winchcll 08 Laura McDowell 06 Lily Moore-
Coll 07 Shannon
The EDM party
However diose in serious relationships should try to keep a balance One
sirl emphasized It is important to still be independent in a relationship You
Andrew lrvin 08
Being on duty and taking care of
drunk kids in my room
Drinking punch with a freshman in
a dog suit
need to find middle ground in your relationships and diat is difficult to do
at Kenyon Another said My boyfriend and I were able maintain separate
friends and activities but it took a lot of work And we were very unique in
that we were able to do diat
Some here at Kenyon believe die direat of breaking up is scary enougl
to keep couples together As one student put it When people break up here
r 1 I ff 1 1
at Kenvon it is a divorce Ihere is a separation otsturt envision or menus am
Interested in
writing for Fea-
tures Contact
Editor Jenny Lu
at luj or Assistant
Kirsten Reach at
reachk
Kenyon Fun Facts
660 toilets 396 showers 250 tubs 133 urinals 903 sinks
and over 107 water fountains are cleaned daily throughout
campus
1394250 pounds of trash and 412500 pounds of recycling
are picked up yearly
1800 gallons of paint were applied throughout the campus
last year
constant drama People dont want to do diat so they stay together
Regardless of your situation whether youre snow- plowing on the
bunny slope or admiring the view at the top of the mountain enjoy skiin
for what its worth And if at all possible make sure to lower the safety p
on die chair lift up
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Lords cause Quakers to tremble Meet the Players
Molly Mickinak and Sarah Brieschke
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
have been as wonderful without
them I will really miss everyone
Molly Mickinak is a senior
on the Kenyon Ladies field hock-
ey team She is
w l v w
a Spanish area
studies major as
well as a member
of the Archon
Society Gospel
Choir Student
Lectureships
Committee and
Community
Choir
My Ken-
yon field hockey
experience has
mmmm wr
V
in rushing yards earning 70 On the
receiving end for the Lords Andrew
Hammack led the way with 68 yards
on eight catches Phelipe Johnson 08
had six catches for 76 yards
The season has gone pretty well
so far said Joel Parker 09 We have
pulled oft close games In the end
of the game we pulled together and
overcame tough things
The Lords defense had a good
day Mike Chase 08 led the way
in tackles with 14 Jordan Kircher
09 was next with nine tackles Joey
Furnari 09 had six tackles and three
breakups Nick Fanning 08 also had
a breakup Dan La Noue 06 David
Cicetti 07 and Ben Van Horrick 07
provided the three sacks that the
Lords had Donovan Ortega 08
provided the one interception of the
game which he carried for 16 yards
As the game was wearingdown
Hiram was fighting pretty tough said
Dave Cicetti 07 I was completely
confident in our team Every game
will be tough we need to play like
every game is our last
Wabash College 8- 060 NCAC
leads the way in the NCAC Kenyon 4-
4 4- 1 NCAC is tied with Wittenberg
University 4- 4 4- 1 NCAC tor second
in the conference This Saturday the
Lords travel to face Hiram College
past Hiram theyre going to be moti-
vated and they beat us two years ago
We need to treat them the same as we
treated Wooster and Allegheny as a
team were going to have to outhustle
to beat
The Lords were unable to re-
spond during regulation time but
when overtime started the Lords
took advantage of the situation
Earlham had the ball first and kicked
a field goal to put them ahead 13- 10
When the Lords got the ball back
Sanchez used the opportunity to con-
vert an 1 1- yard run into a touchdown
for the Lords
This is the Lords fourth win
in five games This game also ended
the seven- game seven- vear winnintr
streak of Earlham over Kenyon This
is the first season since 1998 that the
Lords have had at least four wins in
their season
Sanchez was named the North
Coast Athletic Conference Player
of the Week He also received this
award last season in the game against
Earlham He is ranked second among
all players in the conference with an
average of 269 1 yards of total offense
per game He led the way in rushing
yards with 1 18 and had the only two
touchdowns of the game
Javier Arbolaez 09 was second
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
This game was nothing new for
us Every game has been a dogfight
said Lords football captain Casey Mc-
Connell 06 We need to approach
the rest of the season as any other
week We cant stop because its the
end of the season
Tli is past weekend the football
team 4- 4 raced the Earlham Col-
lege Quakers 1- 8 at Earlham The
Lords defeated the Quakers in over-
time 16- 13 The game was scoreless
throughout the first quarter In the
second quarter Earlham put the first
numbers on the board by kicking a
31- yard field goal The Lords quickJv
answered back with a 41 yard run by
Rafael Sanchez 08 which gave the
Lords the lead 7- 3 During the third
quarter Chad Rothschild 07 kicked
a 24- yard field goal to put the Lords
ahead 10- 3 Earlham answered back
in the fourth quarter by scoring a
touchdown to tie the game at 10- 10
We came out pretty flat against
them at first said team captain
Andrew Hammack 06 I think we
picked up our intensity as the game
went on We cant rely on pulling it
out in the end when were in close
sames We absolutely cannot look
coutcsv
once I graduate I
dont know what
I will be doing
after graduating
Hopefully I will
find a job and
later pursue grad
school
Our team is
closer than it has
been since I have
been here This
is the season that
ot Molly Mickinak iT n1 will remember
and miss the most said Mickinak
Our new coach Chrissy taught
me a lot
Zones at midterms and exams as well
as various service projects and retreats
Brieschke added Also I am a part of
the Kenyon Student- Athlete organiza
tion a tour guide
for adm issions and
just started men-
toring at Frederick-
town Elementary
through OAPP
Even with a
small roster on the
volleyball team
we were able to
win some great
matches said
I
rK
Volleyball finishes with loss to Hiram
of Sarah Brieschke Brieschke Early
been really fun said Mickinak
My teammates couldnt be re
placed My experience wouldnt
Sarah Brieschke is a junior on the
Kenyon Ladies volleyball team She is
an international studies major with a
Japanese minor and is considering a
1
concentration in
Asian studies She
will be studying
abroad next semes-
ter at Sophia Uni-
versity in Tokyo
Japan
I knew I
was going to like X
Kenyon when
I enrolled but I
didnt realize how
strongly I would coucesy
come to love it she said Volleyball
the teammates and the sport itself have
been a big part of that since my first day
on campus Kenyons a place where I
can put time energy and effort into
the things that matter to me and its
possible to do it all To me its the best
of both worlds
I am a part ofKoinonia a Chris-
tian group that plans different events
throughout the year such as Comfort
x
Ladies Wilkins ran 2330
in an event one kilometer longer
than the 5k that the Ladies are
accustomed to Lauren Rand 06
ran a 2412 finishing 15th Third
for the Ladies Jess Francois 09
followed Rand and finished 16th
in 2420 With a time of 25 min-
utes flat was Jenna Rose 07 who
finished 27th overall Filling
were able to run away with a victory
after three Hiram dominated the
NCAC all season long compiling
an 8- 0 conference record The win
against Kenyon will send Hiram to
the conference tournament with the
No 1 seed
Although the Ladies ended with
disappointment the season saw many
accomplishments and improvements
from last years team Kenyon finishes
out the season with a final record of
9- 16 and 2- 6 in the NCAC
The season was tough said
Sam Hoeffler 09 We had some
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
Staff Reporter
Kenyon Ladies volleyball faced
their toughest opponent in the North
Coast Athletic Conference on Satur-
day finishing out the season against
top- ranked Hiram College at home
The Hiram Terriers took control of
the game winning in three games
30- 1 1 30- 1 1 30- 2 1 The win secured
Hirams first- ever conference title in
volleyball
Although the Ladies improved
their play with each game the Terriers
Cross country
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter
We were disappointed by the
result we were hoping for first or
second said Sam Nigh 06 The
vast majority of us didnt run as well
as we normally do
Of the nine teams compet-
ing in the womens 6k at Denison
teams meet with disappointment at Denison tournament
setbacks but also some high points
especially the three- game win against
Allegheny That match was definitely
a glimpse of what Kenyon volleyball
can achieve in the future
When asked about the future of
the program veteran Patrice Collins
07 said We are a relatively young
team so I look forward to building
onto an already great foundation with
plenty of potential for the season to
come While our record doesnt re-
flect our skill with a little focus and
hard work we can definitely become a
serious competitor in our league
ond for Kenyons men Kurt Hol-
lender 06 placed third for the team
with a 2755 and 25th overall Rob-
by Molden 06 crossed the finish line
30th in 2802 as Kenyons fourth
runner Rich Bartholomew 06
filled the last scoring position for the
Lords ranking 33rd overall in 2813
Senior Amy Wilkins cap-
tured sixth overall for the
the Denison Big Red mean that
Denison claims the fourth spot in
NCAC tournament play
Along with the win against
Earlham two players accrued in-
dividual recognition for their out-
standing play Senior co- captain
and top defender Kate Flinner 06
received top honors by being se-
lected to the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association NFHCA
Division III Senior All- Star team
in the season we beat Case Western
in a tough five- game battle and more
recently we won against conference
opponent Allegheny in three straight
games which is a team we lost to in
the last two seasons Those matches
were my favorites we played with high
intensity lots of energy and never gave
up on a play Thats the type of play
and attitude I hope we can continue
to build on next year
the last scoring position for the
Ladies Emma Reidy 08 placed
40th overall running a 2604
This year one of our greatest
strengths has been our pack run-
ning said Wilkins on the running
style of both teams We have been
able to work together throughout
the practices and especially races
which has been great
record overall They will return
17 of 19 on their roster graduat-
ing co- captains Mickinak and
Flinner
Flinner said As I said earlier in
the year everyone was apprehensive
about this season Undoubtedly we
knew it was going to be a rebuilding
year We had lost a lot of seniors
and we had gotten a new coach
However I believe it was a great
season
Ladies field hockey ends well but fails to gain spot in NCAC playoffs
on Saturday the Ladies ranked
fifth The Lords fared a little bet-
ter ranking fourth of 10 teams
that competed in the mens 8k
Sean Stradcr 06 led the Lords
charge in the 8kevent Straderplaced
10th overall with his time
of 2708 Jim Boston 09
ran a 2724 earning him
a I4th- place overall finish and sec
of play Molly Mickinak 06 and
Kelly Adams 09 found the back
of the net The final two Kenyon
goals of the game came from Jenny
Stern 08 and Lauren Keiling 08
Keilings goal was the team- high of
eight goals for the season
The win brought Kenyon to 6-
6 overall in conference play which
tied them with Denison University
for fourth place Unfortunately for
the Ladies their two losses to
Only 19 players were selected
for this team and Flinner will be
the only representative from the
NCAC
Sivon along with Flinner
received recognition for her impres-
sive play She was named NCAC
player of the week for her goal and
assist against Earlham
After lots of hard work and
dedication during this season
the Ladies came away with a 10- 7
BY HILARY GOWINS
Staff Reporter
Last Saturday the Kenyon
Ladies field hockey team came away
with a commanding 5- 1 win over
Earlham College
Five different players racked up
goals during the course of the game
The first to strike was Julia Sivon
07 at the 627 mark in the first
half Within the next 15 minutes
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Elly Deutch 08 dribbles in the Ladies 2- 0 home loss to Allegheny College Saturday The Ladies made the NCAC playoffs despite having lost their last two matches
Ladies make playoffs for first time in NCAC history
earned their spot in the tournament
by having a 1 0- 61 overall record this
season and a record of 5- 30 in the
NCAC Kenyon Wittenberg Uni-
versity and Ohio Wesleyan all tied for
second in the league Since the Ladies
beat Ohio Wesleyan University and
Wittenberg University during the
regular season they were able to beat
out those two teams for a spot in the
BY DANIEL PRAGER
Staff Reporter
For the first time in history
the Kenyon Ladies soccer team will
participate in the NCAC postseason
tournament The tournament has four
teams and the Ladies are the No 2
seed Since they are No 2 they retain
home- field advantage The Ladies
tournament
The Ladies are going into the
playoffs with two straight losses and
are goalless in the last 140 minutes of
play On Oct 25 the Ladies lost to
Oberlin College 2- 1 at Oberlin and
on Saturday Oct 29 the Ladies lost
to Allegheny College at home 2- 0
While it might seem that the La-
dies are going into playoffs in a funk
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Steve Klise
mated underdogs ready to prove that
they have what it takes to hang with
the best teams in the conference
We arent losing many seniors
this year At the beginning of the sea-
son we werent sure what to expect
said Amanda Drummond 08 Next
season we will be returning almost
everyone and we will go further than
we did this year
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to Hiram College
Lords nipped by
Terriers lose 2- 1
Nora Cole09 puts a positive spin on
their recent losing streak This whole
season we have been keeping everyone
guessing she said They never know
what to expect when they play us
Ohio Wesleyan averages 281
goals per game this season and has
won five of the last six NCAC titles
The Ladies are in the role they have
relished- all season the underesti
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BY ERICK TAFT
Staff Reporter
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The Kenyon Lords soccer teams season finale was a perfect example of
their season one filled with close calls and frustration Their season ended
in a loss Kenyon outshot Hiram College 16- 7 and dominated most of the
game offensively but they did not grasp the lead
Hiram went ahead early scoring after only 930 had passed in the first
half The Lords battled back in the second half tying the game on a corner
kick by Hans Wetzel 07 that was headed in by David Palchak 06 The goal
was Palchaks sixth of the season and makes him the team leader in goals
Palchak said scoring the goal was fun for four minutes
Palchaks goal was fun for only four minutes because the Terriers were
able to get the lead back going up 2- 1 only four minutes after the Lords tied
it The second goal did not demoralize the Lords who had seven seniors
motivating the team to try to pull out a win for their final game The Lords
fought hard for the rest of the game coming very close on several occasions
to tie up the game
The final game of the seniors careers was hard for many or them to
take including Robert Schrock who said that the Lords outshot Hiram
outplayed them out- everythinged them They were the poorer team and
they got lucky
However Schrock said Regardless of the outcomes of games or our
overall records I always enjoyed playing and practicing with the team every
day
Senior Rubin Miller said This team is built on friendships Walking
away at the end of this year will undoubtedly be much harder than it was to
walk off the field
Despite the end of a tough game and season the seniors are still able to
look at the progress they made this year with their new coach and their hope
for Lords soccer teams for years to come
Schrock summed up these feelings very well While Im sad that our
careers arc over Im excited at the same time to watch the continuing improve-
ment within the program with Coach Brown at the helm Mike Dash 06 attempts a shot while Rubin Miller 06 looks on in the Lords
2- 1 loss
